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Introduction
Oceans are the thermal regulators of the Earth : solar radiations warm up the ocean, whose heat storage
capacity is much higher than that of the atmosphere and the land. Due to the spherical shape of the Earth,
equatorial region accumulates more solar radiations than the poles. As the region close to the Equator receives
the most solar radiations, a natural oceanic circulation, from the Equator to the poles, is set up. This circulation is the Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC). The MOC is an important phenomenon for the biodiversity
because it regulates the Earth thermal heating, but also because it transports nutrients, oxygen and carbon dioxide.
MOC is mostly composed by a surface circulation from the Equator to the Poles, and an abyssal circulation.
When waters transported by the MOC reach the Poles, one part is transformed into the denser water due to surface
cooling and brine rejection by sea ice formation. In those area, there is a huge density gradient, where denser water
are at the surface of the Ocean. Therefore, heavy surface waters sink into the abyss : this is called "bottom water
formation". Bottom water are the waters which transport oxygen, carbon dioxide and nutrients from the surface of
the ocean and the atmosphere to the deep ocean.
Our knowledge about Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) is limited, principally because of the difficulty to measure Antarctic water properties. Indeed, sea ice limits fieldwork. Campaigns are possible only in Summer, in specific
area.
The purpose of this internship, topic of these publications, is to measure AABW formation using satellite data.
The results are then compared with in−situ data (Argo floats and one mooring). A first document which presents
state of the art knowledge of Antarctic physical oceanography and the issue of AABW formation, "Formation of
Antarctic Bottom Water : General knowledge", has been published. A second one, explaining the method to compute AABW formation using satellite data, has also been published. In this document, the main results of
this study are presented. The comparison between argo floats and satellite results were very good, both in
Wedell gyre, Ross shelf and Ross gyre. These comparisons are not presented here, to focus on the interpretation of
the time-evolution of AABW formation.

Writer’s Note
In this document, many handwritten drawings and schematics
are used. The purpose, by linking
art and science, is to offer students
another way of visualisation and,
hopefully, a good understanding of
physical processes.
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